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F igurative painting is not news; 
art history is littered with 
the male Masters, then came 

the male-dominated 20th-century 
invention of abstraction. In June, ei-
ther by coincidence or design, Berlin 
has three exhibitions showing a 21st 
century return to the representa-
tional male brush.

In the Hof that was once home to 
Tagesspiegel’s printing presses, Galerie 
Judin is showing An Old Story for 
Our Modern Times (through June 9). 
Across the gallery’s three rooms there 
are nine new paintings by French-
German artist Edouard Baribeaud. His 
palette is overflowing with brightly 
coloured patterns. Conveyed in fabrics, 
wallpapers, carpets and tiles, it brings 
a sense of fun to everything on display. 
In the portraits Medusa, Narcissus and 
Penelope he frames each female subject 
in purely decorative borders, relieving 
them of any pretension and adding 
a very honest quality of the works as 
objects. For a body of work apparently 
inspired by Baribeaud’s recent travels 
in India, he surprisingly relies on Greek 
mythology for his titles. He accordingly 
gives Medusa a head of snakes and in 
the same painting seems to reference 
later Western art: her pose in the mir-
ror is strongly reminiscent of Édouard 
Manet’s 1882 Un bar aux Folies Bergère 
and even more so of the work this 
inspired in American photographer Jeff 
Wall in 1979, Picture for Women. 

In Penthesilea, Greek mythological 
warrior queen Penthesilea is very lit-
erally represented by stylised female 
warriors on the Venetian screen 
at the centre of the picture, but 
unmistakeably Baribeaud has heavily 
borrowed from Matisse’s 1911 The 
Pink Studio. Matisse’s painting of 
his own studio was a painting about 
painting and while the topography 
of the two works is not identical, the 
lavish contemporary interior Baribe-
aud has added appears to make the 
same celebration of joy in his chosen 
medium of painting. 

At Sprüth Magers (through Sep-
tember 8) Georgian artist Andro 
Wekua has created a set of paint-
ings somewhat less reverential 
towards art history and the canon 
of painting. A punk aesthetic and 
temperament permeate works such 
as E. Portrait and E. Portrait Pool: 
a mixture of painting and collage, 
both have the same screen-printed 
image of a woman at their centre, 
but while one has an oversized 
rose laid next to her, the other has 
been overworked by angry-looking 
brushstrokes in blue.  

A highlight is A. Portrait Spectator 
in which just to the centre right of a 
panel roughly blocked out in mauve 
paint is the figure of a teenage boy 
in jeans and t-shirt. His face and 
bare arms have a green-blue tint and 
curled around his left shoulder are 
three fingers of a disembodied male 
hand. Is it a comforting patriarchal 
hand of reassurance and support or 
something more ominous?

Departing from direct representa-
tions of reality are eight new paintings 
by Swedish artist Jim Thorell in illicit 
electricity (through June 16) at Gill-
meier Rech. As cited in the exhibition 
text, each canvas reflects the artist’s 
interest in “the fantasy space of video 
games and films”. A mixture of chalk, 
pastel and gesso in Red Priestess give 
the wispy outline of a woman in or-
nate costume and headdress in an in-
distinguishable interior. Nightship sees 
a spooky regal or clerical trio lined 
up behind an alien-looking child and 
surreal organ of machinery. Thorell’s 
light touch creates an ambiguity of 
unearthly chill that swerves the works 
just far enough away from fantasy 
novel illustration. n
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ART NEWS

Käthe Kollwitz  
Museum relocation
The Kollwitz Museum
 is to move to a Berlin 
state-owned building
near the Charlotten-
burg Palace in 2019. 
The new Museum of 
Exiles is to move into 
its former home on 
Fasanenstraße.

Freiheit Berlin  
monument unveiled 
On May 11, Berlin 
Mayor Michael Müller 
unveiled a new 25 
metre long monu-
ment titled Freiheit 
Berlin on Washing-
ton Square outside 
Hauptbahnhof. 
Müller said, “It re-
affirms Berlin’s com
mitment to being an 
open-minded and 
tolerant city.”

Lichtenberg bans 
Haubrook 
Collector Axel 
Haubrook has been 
exhibiting art in old 
GDR industrial com-
plex Fahrbereitschaft 
for three years, but 
in April received a 
notice from the local 
authority to cease 
all exhibitions under 
threat of a €500,000 
fine. The current 
exhibition Paperwork 
runs to July 7.

Beware, men painting overhead
Three exhibitions bring figurative painting back to life under 

the colourful brushes of their male authors. By Anna Larkin

An Old Story for Our Modern Times by Edouard Baribeaud April 28 – June 9 
Galerie Judin, Schöneberg | illicit electricity, Jim Thorell April 27 – June 
16 Gillmeier Rech, Tiergarten | Andro Wekua April 28 – September 8  Sprüth 
Magers, Mitte
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